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Happy Week Four of National Nurses Month!
The theme for this week of National Nurses Month is community engagement. Community
engagement is especially important as our nation continues to face this pandemic. Many of us are
called to serve in our communities, and to provide support to patients and even other nurses and
systems. CNSs and other healthcare workers need access to one another for support - whether it's
for mental health or professional development - and to share best practices.

One of the many goals of NACNS is to connect you with other clinical nurse specialists and health
care leaders around the country. Becoming an NACNS member grants you access to a forum used
to identify and discuss issues and trends that affect and shape the evolution of clinical nurse
specialist practice, the ability to collaborate with other groups addressing issues of common
concern to advanced practice nurses, and networking opportunities with other CNSs from around
the country.

Show the Community Our #CNSPride
Thank you to all of those who took the time to participate in our #CNSPride video! We could not be
more proud of our CNS community. Check out this video of CNSs and teams from around the
country sharing their pride and solidarity, and spread the love by sharing it on your personal social
media accounts! 

Spread the love!

CNSs all over the country are showing their #CNSPride in this @NACNS video. I am
proud to be part of this community! https://bit.ly/3ebhHae

This #CNSPride video will stay up on the NACNS website, and we would be happy to continue
adding more videos to this montage as they come in! If you would like to see yourself or your team
on this video, please email info@nacns.org with your name, title, location, and a 25 second video
that answers one of the following questions: Why are you proud to be a CNS?; What do you like
most about being a CNS?; What does being a CNS mean to you? 

A CNS Shares Her Story of Personal Experience With
COVID-19

“Horrifying” is how Judy Dusek DNP, M.Ed., APRN-CNS, CMSRN, ACNS-BC, and
NACNS board member describes her bout with COVID-19. 

Just recently recovered, Dusek agreed to share her personal experience as one of
the “90%” of COVID-19 sufferers we don’t hear about in the news. Dusek oversees
eight units responsible for staff development, onboarding, education and being
hands-on with the nurses at bedside for Ascension Via Christi, the largest provider
of health care services throughout Wichita and central Kansas.

Find out what she had to say from a nurse’s perspective on the impact of COVID-19 on the body.

Read More

Go Local!
Join our family! NACNS provides the opportunity for state-level and regional common interest
groups to become NACNS Affiliates. NACNS Affiliates are independent organizations that have
missions and goals similar to NACNS.

Expand your local network by becoming a member and an NACNS Affiliate! Affiliates provide you
with opportunities to get involved with other CNSs in your local community. Click here to see a list of
the current NACNS Affiliates.

Benefits to you as an Affiliate:

Become visibly linked to the national organization
Gain the benefit of NACNS resources
Gain opportunities to influence the positions, activities, and resources of NACNS
Link your local CNSs to all CNSs in the United States
Market your affiliate groups’ accomplishments in the CNS Journal and NACNS Newsletter

Benefits of your Affiliation to NACNS:

Increase NACNS' authority to speak to issues of concern to CNSs nationwide
Helps NACNS identify qualified CNSs for national leadership positions
Allows NACNS to gather quick assessments of how members stand on emerging issues such
as regulation

Learn More

NACNS Connections
NACNS is dedicated to promoting the benefits that clinical nurse specialists bring to improving
health care, from the bedside and beyond. NACNS works with allies in health care to carry these
messages to a variety of audiences. To help with this work, the association is a member of several
coalitions, including the Nursing Community Coalition!

Another NACNS connection is the CNS Program Directory, which provides a list of currently active
CNS programs in the United States that offer entry-level preparation in the CNS role. Information
provided in the list includes: 

1. State
2. University or College Name
3. World Wide Web Address
4. Program or Degree(s) that offer entry level CNS preparation, which may include Masters

Degree, Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) Degree; or Post Graduate Certificate Program
5. CNS Populations offered, which may include Adult-Gero, Family Across the Lifespan (FALS),

Neonatal, Pediatric, or Women’s Health

View Program Directory

Represent the NACNS Community!
We are pleased to announce that we have partnered with CafePress to create a new and improved
store. This store features NACNS accessories, clothing, home products, office stationary, and so
much more! 

Visit Store

Volunteer Opportunities
Becoming an NACNS member would provide you the opportunity to participate in several different
volunteer capacities, as members of committees and task forces. Volunteers are the backbone of
the association’s makeup, as the clinical nurse specialists’ work on committees and task forces
drives our research agenda, meeting planning, public policy priorities and much more. 

Participation on a task force or committee is a great way to contribute to NACNS as well as to get to
know other important CNSs from around the country. 

Learn More

Get Connected with your Future Employer or
Employee!

We have recently developed a premier resource to connect career opportunities with highly
qualified CNSs! This career center will provide you with multiple avenues for success, whether you
are searching for a new position or a new hire. 

Those seeking jobs can find the latest open positions and resources that teach you everything you
need to know to make your resume stand out, ace the interview, advance your career, and
navigate the digital world through social media and digital communication. Employers can utilize this
space to post a job, view completed resumes, and search for qualified candidates directly.  

Visit Career Center

Connect with Fellow CNSs
NACNS established the Listserv over 14 years ago to provide CNSs with a place to exchange
information and learn from one another. With all the developments in health care, the changing
nature of the workplace, and the challenges that CNSs are presented with each day, it is imperative
that there is a timely forum to share information.

Over 2,500 CNSs from around the country are currently sharing and retrieving information on the
NACNS Listserv - don't be left out! Email CNS-Listserv-on@mail-list.com to join. Once this
pandemic begins to subside, only NACNS members will have access to the Listserv. To continue
access, please join us!

Join Today!

NACNS Annual Conference 
Join hundreds of colleagues at the only national conference
dedicated to the clinical nurse specialist. The NACNS Annual
Conference offers multiple opportunities to engage with CNSs and
other nursing leaders from around the nation. Our exhibit hall
allows you to explore new opportunities and relationships with
universities, health care systems, technology vendors, publishers,
and more.

The theme of the 2021 conference will be "Resurgence of the CNS". Stay tuned for more details! If
you were unable to attend the 2020 NACNS Annual Conference in March or want to relive it, check
out the photos and get excited for 2021!

View Photos

Connect with Us!
Throughout the week, NACNS will be connecting you with other clinical nurse specialists and health
care leaders around the country. Make sure you are following our accounts, and join the
conversation with the hashtags below! 

#CNSPride
#NationalNurseMonth
#ProudToBeACNS
#YearOfTheNurse

Become a Member!
This may be the last week of National Nurses Month, but the National Association of Clinical Nurse
Specialists (NACNS) is here to support you year-round. We hope in turn you will help us better
support the CNS by becoming a member! 

NACNS is the only national association representing the clinical nurse specialist (CNS). CNSs are
the most versatile advanced practice registered nurses and work in a variety of health care
specialties to ensure delivery of high-quality, evidence-based, patient-centered care. NACNS is
dedicated to advancing the unique expertise and value the clinical nurse specialist contributes to
healthcare, and connecting you with other clinical nurse specialists and health care leaders around
the country is just one way to do that. 

In addition to the opportunities we listed above, NACNS membership provides you with the following
benefits:

FREE CEs for NACNS Webinars - more than 20 contact hours per year free! ($1400 value)
At your finger-tips access to NACNS’ Journal- Clinical Nurse Specialist™ ($160 value) –
both online and in hard copy
Discounted registration to the NACNS Annual Conference ($300 discount at Early-Bird,
and $235 discount onsite)
CNS certification discounts from American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC)
Discounts on liability insurance from the Nurses Service Organization (NSO)
National and state representation about issues affecting CNSs, like regulation,
certification, reimbursement and more
Special products related to the celebration of CNS Week, September 1-7 each year
Assistance developing regional and local NACNS affiliates

If you have questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at info@nacns.org. 

Become a Member
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